
COURSE	OUTLINE

(1) GENERAL

SCHOOL School of Philosophy

ACADEMIC	UNIT Department of Philosophy and Social Studies

LEVEL	OF	STUDIES Undergraduate

COURSE	CODE ΦΑ202 SEMESTER

COURSE	TITLE Theory of knowledge/ Epistemology

INDEPENDENT	TEACHING	ACTIVITIES	
if	credits	are	awarded	for	separate	components	of	the	course,	e.g.

lectures,	laboratory	exercises,	etc.	If	the	credits	are	awarded	for	the

whole	of	the	course,	give	the	weekly	teaching	hours	and	the	total	credits

WEEKLY

TEACHING

HOURS

CREDITS

3 5 (ECTS)

Add	rows	if	necessary.	The	organisation	of	teaching	and	the	teaching	

methods	used	are	described	in	detail	at	(d).

COURSE	TYPE
general	background,	

special	background,	specialised	general

knowledge,	skills	development

General background

Specialized general knowledge

PREREQUISITE	COURSES: None

LANGUAGE	OF	INSTRUCTION

and	EXAMINATIONS:

Greek (main language)

English (two or three lectures, further tutorials. Exact 

dates will be announced at the course site on E-Learn)

Examination for Erasmus students: English short essays

IS	THE	COURSE	OFFERED	TO

ERASMUS	STUDENTS

Yes

COURSE	WEBSITE	(URL) See the course ΦΑ202 at E-Learn

(2) LEARNING	OUTCOMES

Learning	outcomes
The	course	learning	outcomes,	speci ic	knowledge,	skills	and	competences	of	an	appropriate	level,	which	the	students	will	

acquire	with	the	successful	completion	of	the	course	are	described.

Consult	Appendix	A

� Description	of	the	level	of	learning	outcomes	for	each	quali ications	cycle,	according	to	the	Quali ications	Framework	of

the	European	Higher	Education	Area

� Descriptors	for	Levels	6,	7	&	8	of	the	European	Quali ications	Framework	for	Lifelong	Learning	and	Appendix	B

� Guidelines	for	writing	Learning	Outcomes

After the successful completion of the course, the students 

- will be familiar with the general outlines of the development of epistemological re3lection from 

antiquity to the present day, with particular emphasis on the modern and contemporary period 

and the epistemology of the social sciences; 

- will be able to understand and independently approach at a basic level central epistemological 

concepts and problems (such as truth, skepticism, suf3icient justi3ication, proof, idea, model, 

information, empirical fact, appearance, reality, objectivity, etc.);

- will be able to distinguish between different levels of analysis (logical, semantic, 

phenomenological, psychological, sociological, metaphysical etc.) of, as well as different 

methodological approaches (analytical, historical, dialectical, materialist, positivist, critical, etc.) 

to these problems;

- will be able to independently identify, assess and critically re3lect on the epistemological 

dimensions of contemporary scienti3ic, state and private actor practices, policies and institutions

(such as the organization of scienti3ic communities, scienti3ic publication standards, objectives of

technocratic management policies, etc.), especially with respect to the social sciences and the 



general problem of the commodi3ication of knowledge.

- will have gained some insight into current critical categories and areas of open debate of value 

for their further studies and professional practice in philosophy and the social sciences more 

generally.

General Competences
Taking	into	consideration	the	general	competences	that	the	degree-holder	must	acquire	(as	these	appear	in	the	Diploma	

Supplement	and	appear	below),	at	which	of	the	following	does	the	course	aim?

Search	for,	analysis	and	synthesis	of	data	and	

information,	with	the	use	of	the	necessary	technology

Adapting	to	new	situations

Decision-making

Working	independently

Team	work

Working	in	an	international	environment

Working	in	an	interdisciplinary	environment

Production	of	new	research	ideas

Project	planning	and	management

Respect	for	difference	and	multiculturalism

Respect	for	the	natural	environment

Showing	social,	professional	and	ethical	responsibility	and	

sensitivity	to	gender	issues

Criticism	and	self-criticism

Production	of	free,	creative	and	inductive	thinking

……

Others…

…….

Working independently

Working in an interdisciplinary environment

Respect for difference and multiculturalism

Criticism and self-criticism

Production of free, creative and inductive thinking

(3) SYLLABUS

1. General presentation of the course:

- General structure, clari3ication of technical issues of cooperation, evaluation 

conditions, etc.

- Introductory lecture: the importance of epistemology today and its current problems, a

brief summary of its historical development, the central task of the search for a critical 

perspective.

2. The problem of the necessary and suf3icient conditions for the de3inition of knowledge:

- Beginnings in Plato (Politeia, Theaetetus: justi3ied true belief, analogies) and Aristotle 

(Posterior Analytics: causes, syllogism and proof, rejection of cyclical proof and in3inite 

regress, mind and knowledge of 3irst non-provable propositions and principles of the 

sciences, sophistical refutations).

- Modern open problems from the ancient setting (Gettier, structure of justi3ication, 

proof and mathematical ideal, ontological presuppositions).

- The supersession of the Aristotelian paradigm in modern science.

- Opinion, dogmatic and practical belief, knowledge and science in Kant (subjective and 

objective conditions for accepting a judgment).

3. The sceptical challenge:

- Ancient skepticism (Sextus Empiricus).

- Modern skeptical tradition (Descartes, Berkeley, Hume).

- Modern skeptical hypothesis (Putnam 1981, Brains in a vat).

- Is logical re3lection suf3icient for asserting the possibility of knowledge?

- Antinomies, problem of induction ( introduction).

- Psychologism, solipsism, relativism.

- The importance of skepticism today.

4. General introduction to the problem of truth:

- Theories of truth (correspondence, foundationalism, coherence, pragmatism, etc.).

- Truth and validity.

- Logical, mathematical and empirical truth.

5. The problem of truth in its logical dimension:

- The liar paradox from Epimenides to the present day.

- Aristotelian concept of formal logic (validity of syllogistic schemes).



- Kantian concept of formal logic (content void, impossibility of a general criterion of 

truth).

- Truth and semantics in Frege, the modern notion of formal logic.

- Truth "in a structure" in Tarski, the semantic beginnings of model-theory.

- Basic epistemological problems in the development of the philosophy of logic and 

mathematics in the 20th century.

6. The problem of the a priori dimension of knowledge and the classical formulation of modern 

epistemology:

- A priori/ analytical relations of ideas and a posteriori/ synthetic matters of fact 

(Hume).

- A priori synthetic judgments, the Kantian notion of transcendental logic as the classical

formulation of epistemology.

- The critique of apriorism and its revival in the 20th century (from Quine to McDowell 

and Brandom).

7. The problem of truth in its empirical dimension:

- The modern empiricist tradition (Locke, Hume).

- The problem of induction (Hume).

- The Kantian concept of experience.

- The search for suf3icient empirical grounds in the 20th century and the myth of the 

given (from positivism to Sellars and McDowell).

- Causality and empirical or natural law.

- Basic epistemological problems of modern statistical model formation.

8. The problem of consciousness and phenomenalism:

- The certainty of phenomenological consciousness (Sextus Empiricus, Descartes).

- Phenomenon and objectivity (Kant, Hegel).

- Distinguishing logical, metaphysical and psychological dimensions of the problem.

- The modern phenomenological tradition and the inescapably personal horizon of of 

experience (Husserl, Heidegger).

- Basic epistemological problems in the development of psychology and philosophy of 

mind in the 20th century.

9. The problem of self-consciousness and the practical value of knowledge:

- Theoretical and practical knowledge.

- The epistemological problem of freedom (in the example of the third antinomy in the 

Critique of Pure Reason).

- Decisionism and its critique in the 20th century.

- Self-consciousness and practice (in the example of the Hegelian master-slave dialectic).

10. The problem of normativity:

- Distinction between is and ought (Kant).

- Types of rules and laws.

- The problem of subsuming a case under a norm.

- Signi3icance of normativity in theoretical and practical knowledge.

- Normativity as the core of the anti-skeptical and anti-psychological concept of logic 

and rationality (Kant).

- Critique of normativity (Hegel, Wittgenstein).

11. Knowledge, social mediation and rationality:

- The modern analytical tradition and the pragmatist construction of practice and social 

dimension of the problem of knowledge (Wittgenstein, speach act theory, Habermas, 

Brandom).

- The utilitarian analysis of social behaviour and the corresponding concept of the use of

knowledge (Bentham, neoclassical economists, Hayek).

- The social mediation of knowledge (scienti3ic community, power, commodi3ication, 

spectacle, etc.) and the problem of truth (Marx, Adorno, Horkheimer, Foucault, Debord).

- The technological ideal of modern science and the problem of rationality (Bacon, Kant, 



Hegel, Marx, critical theory, Heidegger).

12. Case study in contemporary applied critical epistemology

- Application of the criteria gained from the previous lectures for the discernment and 

evaluation of key dimensions (logico-semantic, phenomenological, empirical, socio-

political etc.) of the management of the pandemic of the last three years.

- Contemporary problems of organization of the scienti3ic community.

- “Conspiracy theory” and scepticism.

13. Summary and conclusions:

- The problem of adequately de3ining knowledge and the structure of justi3ication.

- Distinguishing different dimensions of the problem of knowledge (logical, semantic, 

phenomenological, empirical, metaphysical, psychological, sociological).

- The problem of the multiplicity and extent of knowledge in view of the enlightenment 

ideal of autonomous scrutiny of claims of authority (of specialised scientists).

- The problem of social mediation, self-criticism and practical aims of knowledge.

- Summary of the basic elements of a critical approach to the problem of knowledge.



(4) TEACHING	and	LEARNING	METHODS	-	EVALUATION

DELIVERY
Face-to-face,	Distance	learning,	etc.

Face to face

USE	OF	INFORMATION	AND

COMMUNICATIONS	TECHNOLOGY

Use	of	ICT	in	teaching,	laboratory	education,

communication	with	students

E-Learn	platform

TEACHING	METHODS
The 	 manner 	 and 	 methods 	 of 	 teaching 	 are

described	in	detail.

Lectures, 	 seminars, 	 laboratory 	 practice,

 ieldwork,	study	and	analysis	of	bibliography,

tutorials, 	 placements, 	 clinical 	 practice, 	 art

workshop, 	 interactive 	 teaching, 	 educational

visits,	project,	essay	writing,	artistic	creativity,

etc.

The 	student's 	 study 	hours 	 for 	 each 	 learning

activity	are	given	as	well	as	the	hours	of	non-

directed	study	according	to	the	principles	of

the	ECTS

Activity Semester	workload

lectures 39

tutorials 9

Study and analysis of 

bibliography

62

Essay writing 30

Course total 140

STUDENT	PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION
Description	of	the	evaluation	procedure

Language 	 of 	 evaluation, 	 methods 	 of

evaluation,	summative	or	conclusive,	multiple

choice	questionnaires,	short-answer	questions,

open-ended 	 questions, 	 problem 	 solving,

written	work,	essay/report,	oral	examination,

public	presentation,	laboratory	work,	clinical

examination 	 of 	 patient, 	 art 	 interpretation,

other

Speci ically-de ined 	 evaluation 	 criteria 	 are

given,	and	if	and	where	they	are	accessible	to

students.

Erasmus students will be able to chose one among at least

12 suggested short essay topics (5-8 pages), basic and 

secondary bibliography will be provided) and will be 

graded solely on this essay. 

(5) ATTACHED	BIBLIOGRAPHY

-	Suggested	bibliography	(available	as	pdfs	on	the	course	site	at	E-Learn):

Theodor Adorno/ Max Horkheimer, 1944/2002: Dialectic	of	Enlightenment, Stanford University 

Press 

John McDowell, 1996/2000: Mind	and	World, Harvard University Press 

Sven Bernecker/ Duncan Pritchard, 2011: The	Routledge	Companion	to	Epistemology, Taylor & 

Francis

Alvin I. Goldman/ Dennis Whitcomb (ed.), 2011: Social	Epistemology:	Essential	Readings, Oxford 

University Press

-	Related	academic	journals:

Philosophy of Science 

Erkenntnis

The British Journal for the Philosophy of Science

Studies in History and Philosophy of Science

Logos & Episteme

Social Epistemology

European Journal of Social Theory

Philosophy and Social Criticism


